Ever try fitting a square peg into a round hole?

Use our *NEW* XUZA SM001 18mm mounting adapter for XUM Photoelectric Sensors.

Optimum installation
The OsiSense™ XUM photoelectric sensors have a miniature rectangular format which is a very popular body style throughout the globe. An 18mm hole for sensor mounting is one of the most popular sized mounting configurations on the planet. With the XUZASM001 accessory and XUM photoelectric sensor we are bringing these two worlds together.

Just a click
The XUM2 Thru-Beam, XUM5 Diffuse, and XUM9 Polarized Retro-reflective mode sensors are able to snap into a XUZASM001 accessory and mounts easily. The XUZASM001 mounting adapter has a threaded nose or snout which easily fits through an 18mm hole.

With the sensor and accessory snapped together, you then place the snout through a 18mm hole and tighten down a plastic jam nut over the end and the installation is complete.

You’ve finished the installation without using any mounting screws and the sensor is very secure.

OsiSense™ XUM photoelectric sensors are particularly suited for conveying and packaging applications involving small objects, their performance and accuracy provide a great solution matching your needs.

Simply easy!™
OsiSense™ XUM
XUZASM001 Photoelectric Sensor Accessory

Benefits
• Transfer Miniature Photoelectric sensors to Ø18 mounting
• Short body (less depth) compared to classic cylindrical sensors
• XUM cables or connectors are 90° to the object being sensed and are out of the way!
• Fast mounting: Just a click and that's it.
• Easy maintenance

Reference
• XUZASM001 Material: plastic delivered with M18 jam nut

Put our sensing experience to work for you.
For application assistance or more information about Telemecanique Sensor sensing solutions, please contact us at 1-888-778-2733 or visit www.TEsensors.com.
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